James Campbell

#OEPSLibrary

As part of the continuing events throughout this year to promote reading for pleasure, the
author and children’s comedian James Campbell will be coming into Outwoods Edge on
Tuesday 30th January. He will be working with every year group throughout the day, from
Foundation Stage to Year 6 and will be signing his books after school.
If you would like to purchase any books, please complete the attached order form and
return with the exact money in a clearly marked envelope, to the school office by Friday
19th January.

Mr Antelope has disappeared, leaving Boyface Antelope in
charge of the stripemongering shop. When Boyface gets a
message from his dad, hidden in a message in a bottle, he is
determined to go and rescue him. Will Boyface and his friends be
able to defeat the evil villain and rescue his dad?

Boyface Antelope has been waiting his whole life to turn ten and be
allowed to enter his parents' stripemongering shop so he can take
stripes off animals and put them on something different. Like tartan
onto badgers, or removing the stripes of zebras to make ponies. On
the morning of his tenth birthday he finds his parents ill, and they ask
him not just to go in the shop but to look after it on his own! Will he
be able to keep the stripemongery running smoothly?

£6
£6

Boyface Antelope has been given a tartan badger for his tenth birthday. As everyone knows, tartan badgers are the worst pets in the
world: they live for up to forty years, you can never give them away,
they smell of lemony hospitals and need walking twice a day. And
one of those times must be in the middle of the night. But even so,
when the tartan badger is stolen Boyface enlists the help of his friend
Clootie to get him back. But who could the thief be? The only clue is a
red clown nose ...

Uncertain Ponies are making the inhabitants of Stoddenage-On-Sea
very unhappy. Ponies have turned (back) into zebras, and suspicion is
falling on the Antelope family's stripemongering shop as the source of
the problem. Could something have gone wrong with the Quantum
Chromatic Disruption Machine, and can Boyface Antelope and his
friend Clootie Whanger fix it before all of Stoddenage-On-Sea's
ponies are affected?

£6

James Campbell order form.
Child’s name:

Class:
Quantity

Boy Face and the Power of Three and a Bit

@£6 each

Boy Face and the Quantum Chromatic Disruption

@£6 each

Machine

Boy Face and the Tartan Badger

@£6 each

Boy Face and the Uncertain Ponies

@£6 each

Total enclosed (please remember it needs to be the exact money only) =

Name you would like written into the book:

